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”We are right to take alarm at the first experiment upon our liberties.”
James Madison
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John Thomas Duelge so we should do away with laws against speeding and just let everyone drive as fast as they want???
Michael Swenson http://edition.cnn.com/2013/07/17/us/aclu-license-plates-readers andhttp://gpsandtrack.com/starter-disable/ what I'm more
concerned about than the dangers of speeders (which is more and more difficult simply because of the presence of so much traffic) is the growing big
brother surveillance mechanism, technology that can take images, send tickets in the mail, shut off your vehicle by remote control (not you the user but
police powers, government) and this notion that somehow government and law enforcement is perfect and so perfect they deserve lethal force over
everyone else and this level of constantly increasing surveillance and control. I for one, once enjoyed not having some fallible being(s) constantly
watching my every waking and sleeping moment; frankly, I believe only God Almighty deserves that position.
ACLU raises privacy concerns about police technology tracking drivers
http://edition.cnn.com/2013/07/17/us/aclu-license-plates-readers
Police around the U.S. are recording the license plates of passing drivers and storing the information for years with little privacy protection, the ACLU
says. http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/fourth_amendment
John Thomas Duelge i do not think speeding is a "catch me if you can" game. if you are on the public roads and you speed, you are breaking the law
and endangering my right to a safe road.
Michael Swenson I agree, but the technology today is not just being used to catch speeders; but is storing and tracking people not just on roads, but
in their homes, where they shop, how much they spend and what they purchase at retail outlets, groceries stores, etc. information is being compiled
into huge databases and by other fallible beings that exploit citizens by mind control in media
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=mind+control+in+media&oq=mind+control+in+media&gs_l=youtube.3..0.2005.6947.0.7684.21.13.0.8.
8.0.114.1318.6j7.13.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.gTff45vHseY ; targeted advertising; and even wrongful arrests and incarcerations by frame jobs. I am
not for speeding; I am against this kind of invasive technology that I see as a violation of our God given and constitutional rights. And definitely, privacy,
autonomy,http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/fourth_amendment the technology; bypasses all of that to be able to see into cars, homes, etc. via
the use of infrared scopes; smart tracking devices linked to GPS in cars and cell phones; and to build a profile that could be exploited if powers so
chose to make virtually anyone look like a criminal (violating any one of the thousands upon thousands of laws in existence these days; by design.
Fourth Amendment | U.S. Constitution | LII / Legal Information Institute
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the...
http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/fourth_amendment
John Thomas Duelge i am less worried about "government" ( which is still us ,esp at a local level) gathering this info. the real danger is walmart etc.
gathering the info. the only way to prevent that data collection is to go cash only.
Michael Swenson Once again we're in agreement. However, the plutarchy taking over our nation and the world is not. With every camera, with every
surveillance device; with every smart card, inventory scan and tracking device, they're only tightening their grip on each and every one of us; bringing
about enslavement of the masses. All government surveillance devices; appearing to ever increase in numbers and use; only forge more links in our
chains.
http://prof77.wordpress.com/politics/an-updated-list-of-goldman-sachs-ties-to-the-obama-government-including-elena-kagan/
http://www.organicconsumers.org/monsanto/news.cfm
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bruceupbin/2011/10/22/the-147-companies-that-control-everything/
http://rense.com/general33/fd.htm
The line between the walmarts of the world and the governments of the world are virtually non-existent.
We should raise children to know God;
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756 ;
instead of big brother;

http://www.george-orwell.org/1984and http://www.idph.com.br/conteudos/ebooks/BraveNewWorld.pdf
and a world of growing terror subject to tyranny and oppression.
If we did, we would have citizens of integrity and wouldn't need to be weighing surveillance and big brother and the growing control of the corrupt
plutarchy ruining our nation and the world against the freedoms we all cherish as defined by our Creator and the Bill of Rights that once made America
the land of the free and the home of the brave. If we do not repent and return to our Creator; it is most obvious that America will become the land of
wannabes and the home of slaves. (i.e. wannabe = want to be free)
”It will be found an unjust and unwise jealousy to deprive a man of his natural liberty upon the supposition he may abuse it.”
George Washington
"In circumstances as dark as these, it becomes us, as Men and Christians, to reflect that whilst every prudent measure should be taken to
ward off the impending judgments, …at the same time all confidence must be withheld from the means we use; and reposed only on that
God rules in the armies of Heaven, and without His whole blessing, the best human counsels are but foolishness."
John Hancock
“Among the natural rights of the colonists are these: First a right to life, secondly to liberty, and thirdly to property; together with the right to
defend them in the best manner they can.”
Samuel Adams
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_JvvURKElo
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Michael Swenson I can't believe people are still talking about unarmed protests! YOUR LIVES AND THAT OF YOUR CHILDREN ARE UNDER ATTACK!!!!!!!! UNLESS YOU
PLAN ON A NATIONWIDE SHUT DOWN OF ALL SERVICES (MAKING GOVERNMENT COMPLETELY INEFFECTIVE UNTIL THOSE WITH THE GUNS...See More
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Michael Swenson http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rwLl5nY5WPI...
Nearer, My God, to Thee
A familiar Christian hymn written by Sarah F. Adams, 1841. Sung in the video by ...See More
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"If ye love wealth better than liberty, the
Tranquility of servitude better than...See More
Bradlee Dean, Jake McMillian, and three of our friends and supporters Ron, Karen & Frank at the Crab Shack in St. Petersburg FL .
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Have you ever wondered what happened to the 56 men who signed the Declaration of...See More
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163 Years Ago, A Former Slave Rocked The World With These Words
www.upworthy.com
One of the most inspiring performances of "Ain’t I a Woman?" I’ve ever seen.
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Defend our Christian heritage. Share and Like.
By: Jay Sekulow
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Michael Swenson http://www.breitbart.com/.../Breaking-Pentagon-Confirms... UNLESS YOU ARE ISOLATED IN THE VOID; you will interact with everyone and everything you
encounter (EVERYONE "proselytizes" t...See More

Pentagon May Court Martial Soldiers Who Share Christian Faith
www.breitbart.com
The Pentagon has released a statement confirming that soldiers could be prosecut...See More
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